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The data and information provided in this manual are to be considered susceptible to change at any time without warning, by CAME cancelli automatici s.p.a.

Electrical connections

Antenna connection 

EN

(N.C.) contact for «re-open during closing phase»10-E1

2-7

2-C3

1-2

10-11

10-5

2-C1

L-N 230V (a.c.) Power, 50/60Hz frequency

Terminals for powering the following accessories: 
- 24V A.C. normally;
- 24V D.C. when the emergency batteries are 
working;
Maximum allowed power: 37W

Stop button (N.C. contact)

Key selector and/or command button (N.O. contact)

Movement flashing light (Contact range: 24V 
– 25W max) 

«partial stop» (N.C.) contact  Open-gate status light (contact range: 24V – 3W max) 

2-3P Key selector and/or partial opening button (N.O. 
contact)  

2-C7 «Open while closing»(N.C.) contact 
(Sensitive edges).

2-C8 «close while opening» (N.C.)contact 
(Sensitive edges).

Connection limit switch opens (N.C.)

Connection limit switch closes (N.C.)

F-FA

F-FC

+

E

-

M-N 24V (d.c.) motor with Encoder  

 - White

 - Brown        Encoder 

 - Green
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Function selector

1 ON - Automatic Closing - The automatic closing timer activates at the end of the opening gate run. The pre-set time is adjustable, and 
is in any case conditioned by the activation of any safety devices, and does not activate after a total safety “stop” or during a 
blackout.

2 ON - "Open-stop-close-stop" function with [2-7] button and radio transmitter (fi tted with inserted radiofrequency card).

2 OFF - "Open-close" function with [2-7] button and radio transmitter ((fi tted with inserted radiofrequency card).

3 ON - "Open only" function with radio transmitter ((fi tted with inserted radiofrequency card).

4 ON - Pre-Opening and closing fl asher - Following and opening and closing command, the fl asher connected to [10-E1], fl ashes for 5 
seconds before motion begins.

5 ON - Obstacle detected - When motor is stopped (gate closed or after a total stop command) it prevents any movement if safety devices, 
such as photocells, detect any obstacles.

6 ON - Maintained action - The gate works by keeping button pressed (one 2-3P opening button , and one closing button).

7 ON - Functioning of the photocells’ safety test - Allows the card to check the efficiency of any safety devices (i.e. photocells) after 
every opening or closing command.

8 OFF - Total stop - This function stops the gate and then excludes any automatic closing cycle; to set in motion again, use either the 
keypad or transmitter. Insert the safety device in [1-2]; If unused, set DIP switch to ON.

9 OFF - Opening during closing - If the photocells detect an obstacle during gate’s closing, gate motion is inverted until fully opened; 
connect the safety device to terminals [2-C1]; if unused, set DIP switch to ON.

10 OFF - Partial stop - Gate stop when obstacle is detected by the safety device; once obstacle is removed, the gate remains still or closes 
if automatic closing is activated. Connect the safety device to terminal [2-C3]; if unused, set the DIP switch to ON.
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Activating the radio command

- Connect the antenna’s RG58 cable to the apposite terminals        . 

- Insert the radio frequency card into the electronic card         AFTER DISCONNECTING THE POWER (and disconnecting any batteries).
N.B.: the electronic card picks up the radiofrequency card on when it is running on power.

- Keep pressed the PROG        button on the electronic card. The LED will fl ash.

- Press the button of transmitter to memorise. The LED         will stay on to signal memorisation.

Memorisation

c
d

f

e

Settings

- «A.C.T.»   Sets the waiting time while open. Once this time has elapsed, closing automatically takes place. The 
waiting time may be set from 1 to 150 seconds. 

- «PAR.OP.»  Sets the gate’s partial opening. By pushing the partial opening button connected at 2-3P, the gate opens 
depending on the length of the gate.

- «SLOW S.» Sets the amperometric sensitivity that controls the force generated by the motor during slow down; if the 
force exceed the set level, the system intervenes by inverting the direction of motion.

- «RUN S.»    Sets the amperometric sensitivity that controls the force generated by the motor during movement; if the 
force exceeds the set level, the system intervenes by inverting the direction of motion.

- «SLOW V.» Sets the gate’s final opening/closing phase slow-down speeds.

- «RUN V.»   Sets the gate’s opening/closing motion speed.

a
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Disposal

Conformity declaration

This product, including the packaging, is made up of several types of materials that can be recycled.

Investigate the recycling or disposal systems of the product, complying with prevailing local legislation.

Some electronic components may contain polluting substances. Do not litter .

EC DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Pursuant to the Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC

 CAME Cancelli Automatici S.p.A.
 via Martiri della Libertà, 15
 31030 Dosson di Casier - Treviso - ITALY
 tel (+39) 0422 4940 - fax (+39) 0422 4941
 internet: www.came.it - e-mail: info@came.it 

Declares under its own responsibility that the equipments for automatic garage doors and gates listed below:

… comply with the National Law related to the following European Directives and to the applicable parts of the 
following Standards.

73/23/EEC - 93/68/EC        LOW VOLTAGE DIRECTIVE

89/336/EEC - 92/31/EEC   ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY DIRECTIVE

EN 60335-1  EN 61000-6-2   
EN 13241-1    EN 61000-6-3

IMPORTANT WARNING!
Do not use the equipment specifi ed here above, before completing the full installation. In full compliance to the 

Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC

THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
Andrea Menuzzo

ZN2 

Reference code to request a true copy of the original: DDF L EN Z001a 
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